FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE

CHINA FILM GROUP AND INSTITUTE OF DIGITAL MEDIA TECHNOLOGY
SELECT GDC TECHNOLOGY FOR ITS DIGITAL CINEMA DEPLOYMENT

HONG KONG (March 9, 2007) – GDC Technology, one of the leading solution providers of digital cinema,
today announced that Institute of Digital Media Technology (Shenzhen) Limited (“Shenzhen IDMT”) will
retrofit China’s top cinema theaters with digital cinema integrated projection systems based on GDC
Technology’s highly reliable and quality digital cinema servers.

In Q4 2006, Shenzhen IDMT, a wholly-owned subsidiary of Global Digital Creations Holdings Limited
(Hong Kong GEM Stock quote: 8271) entered into a cooperation agreement with China Film Group
Corporation (“CFGC”) for a term of ten years whereby Shenzhen IDMT and CFGC had agreed to jointly
promote digital cinema business in China. The cooperative agreement plans to install 2,000 units of digital
cinema integrated projection system in years 2007 and 2008. The Shenzhen IDMT and CFGC’s project
will highly accelerate the digitalization of the film distribution industry in China. The project aims at
installing at least 700 units of digital cinema equipment at the top 100 cinemas in China by 2007. In 2008 it
aims at installing at least 2,000 units of digital cinema system at major cinemas in China.
The number of worldwide installations of GDC’s DSR™ Digital Film Server is approaching the 700th mark.
GDC Technology now leads in the field of providing server solution to digital cinema theaters in China with
more than 90% market share. With the recent large orders of DSR™ servers, at various stages of
installation, from Shenzhen IDMT, GDC Technology expects to deliver and install more than 3000 digital
cinema systems in the next three years. Shenzhen IDMT further engaged GDC Technology to provide
network management services for its digital cinema deployment.

**********************************************************************
About GDC Technology (website: www.gdc-tech.com)
GDC Technology is a subsidiary of the Hong Kong public listed Company -Global Digital Creations
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Holdings Limited. GDC Technology is one of the leading solution providers for digital cinema and,
digital media delivery and display markets. GDC Technology has successfully delivered and
installed close to 700 servers to cinema theatres in Austria, Africa, China, Germany, Hong Kong,
India, Indonesia, Korea, Singapore, Slovakia, Slovenia, Spain, Switzerland, Taiwan, Thailand, The
Netherlands, UK and US. More than 250 full-length feature films have been released digitally on
GDC Technology servers. GDC Technology installed the world's first 2K digital cinema multiplexes
with DSR(TM) Cineplex Central Server where digital content is streamed real-time from DSR(TM)
Cineplex Central Server to all the 2K screens.
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